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Rezumat 

Project Management has come of age, yet multiple surveys and reports confirm the fact that the majority of 
projects are challenged. Given the more demanding and strict financial constraints associated with the current fiscal 
climate, project management is regarded as a tool that can deliver more with less. 

The literature on Project Management shows that, in spite of advancement in Project Management processes, 
tools and systems, project success has not significantly improved. This problem raises questions about the value and 
effectiveness of Project Management and Project Management systems.  

Programs and projects are considered as strategic assets for the majority of businesses, therefore, the trend of 
these organizations is to embrace a management by projects culture. The main objective of Project Management 
nowadays is to ensure programs and projects aligned to a certain strategy and also to provide for every member of an 
organization the ability to take proactive actions creating additional benefits. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: Project Management, trend, organization 
 
Clasificare JEL : M40, M41 
 
1.About Project Management 
 
1.1 Definition of terms  
 

In order to understand the term, one has to explain each word by itself and then in its integrity. Wikipedia 
describes the terms as it follows: 

In project management, a project consists of a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a 
unique product, service or result. Another definition is a management environment that is created for the purpose of 
delivering one or more business products according to a specified business case. 

Management in business and organizations is the function that coordinates the efforts of people to accomplish 
goals and objectives using available resources efficiently and effectively. 

Project Management is the process and activity of planning, organizing, motivating, and controlling resources, 
procedures and protocols to achieve specific goals in scientific or daily problems. [12] 

Project Management is the process of guiding a project from its beginning through its performance to its 
closure. [3] 

The Project Management Institute (USA) in the Guide to the Project Management Body of  Knowledge 
(PMBOK), define project management as “the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project 
activities to meet project requirements” [4]). 

The Association for Project Management defines it as an endeavor in which human material and financial 
resources are organized in a novel way to deliver an unique scope of work of given specification, often within 
constraints of cost and time, to achieve beneficial changes defined by quantitative and qualitative objectives. 

Defining a project is the key to a successful outcome. The project statement that specifies the goal and 
completion date, the objectives that characterize what should be accomplished, the work breakdown structure that 
details what steps are needed, and the list of required resources to complete the project—developing these four 
elements ensures that you “plan the work and then work the right plan.” [6] 

Kerzner defines Project Management as being an activity regarding the planning, organizing, directing and 
controlling of company resources for a relatively short-term objective that has been established to complete specific 
goals and objectives. [1] 
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Giving the definitions above, one can define Project Management as a temporary endeavor to create a unique 
product, service, or result, a cumulus of interrelated activities that are driven by a main goal, always considering the 
main objective of the organization in question; in the process, all resources needed are considered to be used in order to 
achieve the goal at its best by consuming less resources for it. 

Project Management is a highly demanding and complex task that requires organizational skills, the ability to 
respond to the unexpected, and the ability to monitor progress and change course as needed. 

 
  

2. What is Project Management 
 

Project Management is not a new terminology in management, in one way or another it is a concept that has 
been used from the beginning of time by mankind but under different names, yet always as an application of 
knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and 
expectations from a project. [8] 

There is a general understanding that the history of modern Project Management started around 1950 when it 
was invented the Critical Path Method (CPM), although one might say that the basis was in 1912 when the engineer 
Henry Laurence Gantt developed “The Gantt Chart”, a diagram that breaks down tasks into a clearly designed schedule 
structure, nonetheless the literature regarding Project Management shows that this term seen through modern 
perspective starts in 1896 by the polish economist Karol Adamiecki who creates the “harmonogram”, that is a floating 
bar chart used to show tasks or resources over time. [10] 

Project Management is seen now as the function that oversees execution of a project, being  responsible for 
project resources (time, money, people, materials, knowledge, energy, and space), and ensuring that task and budget 
milestones are met. Projects are temporary in their nature and are organized to create a unique product or service. In the 
past, project management was typically confined to the engineering and construction of various public or consumer 
products such as buildings, computer software and vehicles. The discipline of Project Management is also now 
routinely applied to Marketing and Advertising, and much of that can be contributed to technological advances which 
have impacted these disciplines. [9] 

The project management process involves mainly these components:  
Æ Initiating processes: Clarifying the business need, defining high-level expectations and 

resource budgets, and beginning to identify audiences that may play a role in your project. 
Æ Planning processes: Detailing the project scope, time frames, resources, and risks, as well as 

intended approaches to project communications, quality, and management of external 
purchases of goods and services. 

Æ Executing processes: Establishing and managing the project team, communicating and 
managing project audiences, and implementing the project plans. 

Æ Monitoring and controlling processes: Tracking performance and taking actions necessary to 
help ensure project plans that are successfully implemented and the desired results are 
achieved. 

Æ Closing processes: Ending all project activity. [3] 
All projects begin with an idea. Sometimes the initiating process is informal. For a small project, it may consist 

of just a discussion and a verbal agreement. In other instances, especially for larger projects, a project requires a formal 
review and decision by your organization’s senior management team. 

After developing a project-management plan and set the project baselines, begins the phase when management 
gets more engaged to see things being produced by preparing to set the project work, all involving the following tasks: 

Æ Assigning people to all project roles: by confirming the individuals who’ll perform the project 
work, and negotiate agreements with them and their managers to assure they will be available 
to work on the project team. 

Æ Introducing team members to each other and to the project: trying to help people begin 
developing interpersonal relationships with each other and help them appreciate the overall 
purpose of the project  

Æ Giving and explaining tasks to all team members: describing to all team members what work 
they’re responsible for producing and how the team members will coordinate their efforts. 

Æ Defining how the team will perform its essential functions: by deciding how the team will 
handle routine communications, make different project decisions, and resolve conflicts.  

Æ  Setting up necessary tracking systems: by deciding which systems and accounts will be used 
to track schedules, work effort, and expenditures, and set them up. 

As the project progresses, the manager needs to ensure that plans are being followed and desired results are 
being achieved mainly following these tasks : 
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Drawing 1. Steps in evaluating project efficiency ( after Portny, 2010) 
 
In order to accomplish the tasks needed, appears the necessity of a detailed plan that describes how to make it 

happened, that generally includes the following items: an overview of the reasons for the project, a detailed description 
of intended results, a list of all constraints the project must address, a list of all assumptions related to the project, a  list 
of all required work, a breakdown of the roles team members will play, a detailed project schedule, plans for project 
communications and for ensuring project quality, needs for personnel, funds, and other resources such as equipment, 
facilities, and information. 

A project is a temporary endeavor designed to produce a unique product, service or result with a defined 
beginning and end, undertaken to meet unique goals and objectives, typically to bring about beneficial change or added 
value. The temporary nature of projects stands in contrast with business as usual, which are repetitive, permanent, or 
semi-permanent functional activities to produce products or services. In practice, the management of these two systems 
is often quite different, and as such requires the development of distinct technical skills and management strategies. 

The primary challenge of Project Management is to achieve all of the project goals and objectives while 
honoring the preconceived constraints. The primary constraints are scope, time, quality and budget. The secondary —
and more ambitious— challenge is to optimize the allocation of necessary inputs and integrate them to meet pre-
defined objectives. (wikipedia.org) 
 
2.1 A view about Project Management 
 

Excellence in Project Management cannot occur without a form of strategic planning; although the principle of 
strategic planning have been known for decades, an understanding of their applicability to Project Management is 
relatively new.[2] 

An organization’s strategy should provide the boundaries for projects; goals and results must flow from an 
organization’s future. The best Project Management organizations have a clear and well-communicated strategy that is 
usually done by the manager in charge. 

There are a few strategies to be used in Project Management as it follows: 
Æ Develop a clear project statement. To set boundaries, start with a project statement 

that lists the major outcome of the project and the completion date. 
Æ Set the boundaries by developing objectives. Since a project statement does not 

include all of the desired project results and constraints, a list of objectives will 
definitely sharpen the target image. All objectives should be written with clear 
measures and standards of performance, and activities should be monitored 
regularly against them. The project manager, team members, and stakeholders need 
to help develop project objectives. 

Æ Define the tasks with a work breakdown structure. With the project statement and 
objectives in hand, outline the tasks necessary to achieve the objectives. This list—
often called a work breakdown structure—provides an inventory of the major 
accomplishments. 

Æ Identify required resources. Most project plans do a good job of identifying the 
resources that need to be built or installed. Often overlooked are seemingly minor 
requirements.  

Æ Irrespective of how the organization is structured, there are certain roles and 
responsibilities that are required in all projects. Regardless of the name given in 
different organizations, Project Management always has the following drawing. 

 

Comparing performance with plans. 

Fixing problems that arise. 

Keeping everyone informed. 
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Drawing 2. Project Management and its components 
 

A project has a target that must be touched using organizational tools needed, but it has to deliver on time, in 
budget and to the goal yet thinking about the efficiency in one’s strategic objectives. In order to better understand the 
drawing above, it is necessary to explain briefly the tree main parts: stakeholder, sponsor and project manager. 

Project stakeholders are individuals and organizations that are actively involved in the project, or whose interest 
may be affected by execution of the project, the sponsor is responsible for securing the financial and overall resource 
budget approval and owns the opportunities and risk related to the financial outcome of the project, but everything is 
based upon the project manager, who is a person or a team that is appointed to deliver the project as it is supposed to, 
all accordingly to a previous plan. If this steps are carefully done, there is an almost certain fact that the project will be 
successful. 
 
 
2.2 Trends in 2014 for Project Management 
 

Projects are undertaken at all levels of the organization, they may involve a single person or many people and 
their duration may range from a few weeks to more than five years. Projects may involve a single unit of one 
organization or may cut across organizational boundaries. Projects are critical to the success of organizations today as 
they are the means by which organizational strategies and changes are implemented. 

The close of one year tends to encourage us to reflect on what has occurred in business analysis and Project 
Management during the past year and think about future trends. To summarize the trends we saw in 2013, the need for 
project managers and business analysts to be trusted advisors and to influence stakeholders, whether on an Agile or 
more traditional project, has not disappeared. The same can be said for the demands to balance distributed teams needs 
for efficient and effective communication tools with organizations needs for consistency and security. 

Below are some new trends in the Project Management closely related to Business Analysis fields for 2014. [6] 
Æ Continued enthusiasm for anything “Agile”. Whether organizations have really adopted agile, 

or they have “stuck their toe into the shallow end of the pool”, appetites for big, waterfall-type 
projects have diminished all around. Project Management will increasingly find it an easy sell 
to break projects into subprojects or smaller projects, whatever the project life cycle and 
approach. They know too well the cost of trying to define and control many large projects, 
and they know their stakeholders would rather see smaller deliverables sooner. It’s not agile, 
per se, but more, smaller projects will resonate strongly with stakeholders as they define what 
project success really means to them.  

Æ Use cases will enjoy a resurgence, particularly on Agile projects. While many traditional 
projects have favored the use case technique these past five years, it is only recently that we 
have noticed an upsurge in the interest in and questions about use cases on Agile projects. 
User stories, the most common format for writing Agile requirements, are usually created at a 
high-level of detail. In order for the delivery team to estimate the story during sprint planning 
and then build the story, it often has to be elaborated in more detail. This elaboration provides 
enough detail about the story so the team can move forward. This is not an attempt to elicit all 
the requirements up front, but rather to minimize delays caused by poorly defined 
requirements. Many Agile teams are beginning to realize that an effective tool for this 
grooming is the use case, which provides critical information, such as when the user story 
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begins, when “done is done,” and what criteria have to be met to be accepted by the product 
owner. Sure, teams can obtain this information by impromptu conversations with the product 
owner, but many Agile teams are starting to realize that the use case structure is ideal for 
getting the user story done more quickly and completely. 

Æ Business Analysis Focus on Design. A trend that will continue into 2014 is the notion that 
business analysis work involves design. Much of the business analysis work includes 
fashioning solutions, so it is natural to think of this as design work. To some extent the 
discussion is semantic, in that business analysis has long included design work but using 
different terms, like "to-be requirements" and "logical design." 

Æ Increased use of the “cloud” and the need for business analysis in choosing cloud solutions. 
Cloud computing will continue to have an allure of the promise to reduce investment in 
infrastructure and operations. However, it has been a tense year for those monitoring data 
security and privacy. Organizations may be increasingly fearful about organizational and 
project information being stored “out there,” but the reality of needing to make information 
easily available to distributed team members is going to continue to trump those concerns for 
the coming year as project managers and teams increase use of the cloud for storing and 
sharing project data. However, we believe that because of security concerns, organization’s 
willingness to analyze their security requirements and to align those requirements to the 
potential cloud solution’s security features will grow, translating into the need for more 
analysis of overall requirements prior to investing in new cloud solutions. The growth of 
cloud technology has created a plethora of options for organizations, so in order to maximize 
the investment and achieve the greatest value, organizations will use business analysis to 
evaluate prospective cloud solutions. 

Æ Less email, more connecting. The lack of employee engagement is a hot topic these days, and 
the costs are as significant for the projects in those organizations as they are for the 
organizations at large. Furthermore, many, if not most, projects use geographically distributed 
team members, making the obstacles to engagement considerable. We expect that project 
managers and business analysts are going to spend more planned time in the coming year 
making an effort to connect with stakeholders, including team members. Fortunately, the 
number of synchronous communication tools (audio and video) continues to grow, which will 
increasingly render email a less desirable medium. Overall, those who can let go of the 
perceived need to document every conversation will reawaken to the intrinsic benefits of 
communicating with higher-context media other than email which uses only the asynchronous 
exchange of written words. 

Æ Business analysis will focus on communicating first and documenting second. More 
organizations are realizing that the business analyst brings more value to the organization 
when they have exceptional skills to listen, observe, question, and probe for the real needs 
rather than simply producing documentation. These skills must also include the ability to 
influence stakeholders in order to get the participation needed for understanding and 
acceptance of the recommended solution. Further, they must be able to communicate the 
results of the analysis back to the stakeholders in a way that promotes understanding and 
gains acceptances and buy-in. We predict that more organizations will jump on the need for 
“just enough” documentation, realizing that great communication targeted to the group or 
individual will go much farther than a 500-page requirements document. 
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3.  Conclusions regarding a new era for Project Management in the eve of 2014 

Project Management is a social construct, and even if there is a “public knowledge” regarding Project 
Management, the validity of it is affected by the context in which management is operating and the values and 
behaviors of those involved in it. The understanding of Project Management is improved by setting-up the project 
and establishing it satisfactorily in its environment. 

Project Management needs to be less inward looking and more relevant to society’s challenges in general. 
The obvious immediate needs regarding Project Management has to be focused more on improving the shape of the 
context in which projects and programs are formed.[5] 

Organizations are increasingly using Project Management techniques within their operations, and the 
specialist language of Project Management has become more and more commonplace in managerial and executive 
meetings. This trend is here to stay and refers to the managers need to be familiar with project management roles, 
terms and processes. 

The way the elements of the management of projects are deployed and given the constraints of the project’s 
strategic intent, environment and requirements can shape and modify the project characteristics that are helped by 
future changes in management technologies. The aim should be for the project to be up-rated with respect to its 
strategic objectives, its context and characteristics to such an extent that the value of the offering is significantly 
improved. 

Mankind is facing some of the biggest and most serious issues in history, however Project Management is 
still looking for answer to resolve this. The world’s population that is currently around 7 billion, will probably 
reach at about 9 billion in 2050, so the Earth’s carrying capacity will be put to trial. Demographic changes will 
increasingly impact society, the proportion of the elderly will triple and this will put enormous burdens on younger 
people; all these changes will influence not only the infrastructure level, but also the market for goods and services, 
significantly affecting the ability to staff project properly. Besides the demographic issue shown above there are 
other problems the humankind is facing, so one can not overlook the fact that the impact of global warming will 
exacerbate the negative effects on business as it will do so the energy problem –due to carbon capture, oil and gas 
exploration. 

Considering this scenario the future is gloomy, yet there always is hope in robotics, electronics, computing 
and communication technologies that are having a major growth as an industry. 

Project Management is not the placebo pill one can take to improve life quality and to resolve all the issues 
Earth may have, but definitely it can help reduce the possible damage created by the mismanagement of Earth 
resources.[7] 

Project Management requires deliberate planning and action to create the conditions for success and put in 
place the strategy, leadership and structure to direct and exploit the dynamic nature of the projects. The work today 
is done generally through projects, so working smarter on them will enable an organization to meet whatever 
challenges may come its way. 
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